
PROVIDE AND INSTALL CONDENSATE POLISHERS OR

BLDG G650 CAMP GEIGR HEATI3 PLANT

Project is located at bldg G650 Heatimg Plant. Project is to provide and installtwo condensate polishers.

Justification: Condensate polishers are needed to filter out iron rust picked
up in condensate return line and brought back to boiler plant. This iron is bakingout in boiler drums and tubes requiring more use of chemicals to maintain on linetreatment and also more maintenance of the water side to get boiler ready for
certification. This accumulation of iron rust in the boiler causes heat loss ani
lower efficiency.
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REPLACE COOLI3 NATR DRAIN LIMES ON H)UR BOILERS WITH A PRESSURIZED SYSTEM AT

BLDG 1700 HADROT POINT CENTRAL HEATING PLANT

Project is located at Bldg 1700 Central Heating Plant. Project is to replace
cooling water drain lines on four Induce Fans and four Frnace Ash Hoppers.

Justification: Open type drains are used for cooling water from oil coolers to
gravity feed to water cooled ash hoppers. These drains are partially stopped
up with scale and rust and water backup on operating floor when enough water is
put in to cool hoppers. This piping should be replaced with a pressurized system
to ensure, a sufficient flow of water to cool hoppers.

Estimated Cost: $I0,000

















REPLACE AREA STOP VALVES AT THE CENSIL HEATI3 PLANT BUILDING 1700 HADDT POINT

Project is located at Bldg 1700 Heating Plant. Project is to replace five Area
Stop Valves with Motorized Valves, areas 1, 2, 3, and 5 French Creek Area,
Industrial Area and Industrial Area Bypass.

Justification: Motorized or hydraulic valves are needed on the five area valves
in order to maintain steam pressure in plant during power failures, sudden surges
in load demands due to cutting Lines in or out, water in steam tunnels, possible
Line eruptions in the areas and emergencies which might occur within the plant.
There are three men on operations at this plant and during the situation listed,
there is not enough personnel to take care of the boilers and man these valves
at the same time.

Est.i.ated C.0st: $90,000,









REPLACE COAL INLET CHUTES, COAL DISCHARGE CHUTE$,
PRIMARY AIR DAMPERS AND EIVRS ON EIGHT FULVRIZRS

BLDG 1700 CENPL HEATI PLANT

Project is located at Bldg 1700 Central Heating Plant Hadnot Point. Project is
to replace eight inlet coal chutes, sixteen discharge coal chutes, eight primary
air dampers and eight damper drivers.

Justification: These chutes have worn holes in them and have been patched. They
are worn thin enough that it is not feasible to weld. The dampers are worn to the
extent they will not close off the primary air when firing on oil, causing the
coal in the above chute to overheat and catch on fire. This also hampers the
proper amount of primary air being submitted to the pulverizer for good combustion.
The drivers for these dampers are obsolete and parts are not available. They were
once operated by water and have been changed to air. These cylinders are worn
to the extent they are leaking causing dampers to be sluggish and often hand in
one position.

Estimated Cost: $20,000
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REPLACE WATER SO AT BLDG 2615 PARADISE POINT HFATING PLANT

Project is located at Bldg 2615 Hating Plant. Project is to provide two water
softeners.

Justification: Tanks are corroded and have thin spots in walls. Multiport valves
are corroded and pitted to the extent the valves will not seat properly. These
softeners are manually operated and due to the upcoming anning of plants, auto-
matic softeners will be essential to operation.

.Estimated Cgst: $3,500









PROVIDE AND INSTALL CONDENSATE POLISHERS

BLDG 151..MARINE CORPS AIR STATION HEATII3 PINT

Project is located at MCAS Bldg 151 Heating Plant. Project is to provide and
install two condensate polishers.

Justification: Condensate polishers are needed to filter out iron rust picked
up in condensate return line and brought back to boiler plant. This iron is baking
out in boiler drums and tubes requiring more use of chemicals to maintain on line
treatment and also more maintenance of the water side to get boiler ready for
certification. This accumulation of iron rust in the boiler causes heat loss and
lower efficiency.

Esta,.t.ed, Cost: $15,000
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REPLACE WAT SOFTEN AND BRIME TANK AT
HLDG A1 COURTHOUSE BAY KEATING PLANT

Project is located at AI Heating Plant. Project is to replace one water softener
and one brine tank.

Justification: To provide soft water for makeup to be used in boiler. Hard water
causes scale, pitting, etc. in boiler drums and tubes.

Estimated Cost: $1,800
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REPLACE BLOWDOWN LINES FROM BOILS, BLOWDOWN

TANK AND DISCHARGE LINES FROM BLOWDOWN TANK

AT BAI06 ONSLOW BEACH EEATING PLANT

Project is located at BAi06 Heating Plant. Project is to replace all discharge
blowdown lines for two boilers to blowdown tank. Replace blowdown tank and
discharge line from blowdown tank.

Justification: The piping in the ditch has holes in it and the pit has de-
teriorated to the extent it will not take care of the boiler blowdown water.
Hater backs up in the ditch in the plant.

,Est,imat,ed Cost: $+,000
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REPLACE TWO WATER SOFYENS AND BRINE TANK

AT BLDG BAI06 ONSLOW BEACH HEATING PLANT

Project is located at BAI06 Heating Plant. Project is to replace two water
softeners and one brine tank.

Justification: To replace softener worn out in service. Tank is pitted and
corroded. Automstc valves and timer are not repairable. InstaLl second
softener to insure soft water is bein used in boiler while either softener is
being regenerated or repaired.

Estimated Cost: $3,500









REPLACE WATLINE ACROSS INLAND WATWAY BLDG BA-I8

Replace approximately 500 feet of i0 inch c.i. waterline crossing the Inter-
coastal Waterway. The line presently extends approximately seventy five feet
into the water before descending to bottom of waterway. The pipe is over
thirty years old and is leaking under water. It has been broken by barges
several times. Pipe should be replaced and thoroughly protected from vessels
and corrosion. See diagram attached.

Estimated Total Cost $15,000
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PROVIDE ADDITIONAL LIME STORAGE CAPACITY AS-IIO

The Lime storage tank was installed with the utilities expansion plan in 1975.
It is too ",small and will only hold approximately 16 ton which is a 22 day supply
when treating approrimately 1.3 MGD. The plant capacity is 3.5 MGD. If the
plant was operating at full capacity the tank would hold only an 8 to 10 day
supply.

It is impossible toset up a shipping schedule to satisfy a variable demand
with a storage this small. At the present time, we are either our to lime from
one to three days or we cannot take the entire load when it arrives. Also
freight is paid on a minimum of 21 ton on each delivery.

A receiving silo storage tank should be installed outside of building complete
with connecting " pipe to inside tank blower system, dust collector and
receiving connection for pneumatic truck. Sile to have a minimum capacity of
AO ton. The delivery trucks usually carry 25 ton. A 0 ton receiving tank
would give a 30 to 60 day supply depending on daily flow. It would also
elimiuate being without lime and paying extra freight. See attached sketch,

Estimated Total Cost $75,000









REPLACE ,RATE OF FLOW CONTROLLS BLDG HP-20

Replace rate of flow controller simplex Type S. This equinent, installed in
19A2, is worn out and parts are no longer available. Replacement controller
should be a modern tpe size eight inch, capacity 700 GPM and an operating
range of 50% to 100%.. " See attached sketch.

Estimated Total Cost Each @ $21 500 $12,500
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REPLACE DEEP WELL AND ASSOCIATED EUIPMENT, HP-610

Replace Number Ten deep well and associated equient, Bldg HP=610. Subject well
was installed in 193. Nell production has decreased to a level that is no
longer capable of satisfying the daily demand. The replacement well should have
a combination electric and auxiliary gear drive, RPM lSOO, eight inch inside
dismeter casing with one-fourth inch inside diameter airline, and direct reading
gauge, an opening in pump base to insert electric level indicator, inline low
meter, air release valve, four inch blow off line and a minimum capacity of
200 GPMo

.Estimated. Total Cost $50,000





RELACE DEEP SLL BLDG M-168

Replace number six deep well, pump and all associated equipnent. Well was in-
stalled in 193 with a capacity of 150 G.P.M. Through the period of twenty seven
years of operation , the well efficiency has slowly decreased to a point that it
is no longer capable of satisfying the daily demand.

The pump has been pulled and cleaned, inspected repaired, well was blown and
screens jetted with air. After this was done, there was still no noticeable
increase in efficiency. The replacement well production should not be less
than 200 G.P.M. with a combination electric and auxiliary gear drive at 1800 RPM,
inside casing should be 8" inside diameter with ’ inside diameter airline, and
an opering insert for electric level indicator, flow meter, air release valve
and " blow off line.

Total Esti.ated Cost: $50,000





INSTALL AERATOR AND FILTERS, M-178

The water treatment equipment consists of two ion-exchange softeners. These
softeners are not capable of removing the iron content to the acceptable level
stated in both state and federal regulations. The iron is continually exceeding
the prescribed level. To eliminate this problem, aeration and filteration
should be added. See attached sketch.

Estimated Total Cost $50,000









REPLACE FLOW AaNSMITTERS AND .RECEIVERS BLDG TT-8

Replace four existing chronoflow transmitters and receivers worn out in service.
Parts are no longer available for the instruments. Replacement units should
consist of two water flow transmitters and receivers, to include transmitting,
indicating, totalizing and recording; all readings, to be in hundred gallons
per minute. Two units to consist of transmitting/recording and level indicating.
One to have scale from O’ 25’; one to have scale from O’ 12’;mechanism to
be mounted on swing plate.

Estimated Total Cost $15,000





Project is located at Hadnot Point Sewage Plant Bldg. 22. The digester composition
roof has cracks and holes in it; the rain has kept the rafters and sheathing wet,
aud they have become rotten. The digester roof should be repaired. See attached
sheet.

Estimated Pric.e:

New Cover on Digester $8,000
3 Digestors Total -$2,000
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REPLACE LIFT STATI.ON., COMMIN.TOR CHANNEL,
,PUMPS AND COMMINUTQRS, TT-35

Project is located at Tarawa Terrace Sewage Plant Bldg. TT-35. The reason for this
project is that the walls of wet well under the pump room are being washed away
by the flow of water that is coming into the wet well.

Corrective action should be taken before the entire wa3_l of the wet well collapses.
I do not see any way to patch the existing wall, therefore I recommend a new lift
station be built and the discharged line be connected to the existing line under
the floor of heater room no. 2 in present floor plans. See attached sketch.

..Estimated Pr.qe:

New Lift Station and Comminutor Channel $75,000

New iOOO gal. Pumps and two (15 inch) Comminutors $O,0OO













REPAIREPLACE BLDG 683 A.ND CHLORINE CONTACT CHAMBm

Foundation and walls of building 683 are cracking and giving way. The chlorine
contact chamber has cracks and a hole in the bottom, which are leaking effluent
into New River. This effluent has not been fu/_ly chlorinated and the leakage
into the river has the potential for violation of total coliform limits
established by permit. See attached sketch.

E.stimated Cost:

Repair $50,000

Replace -$150, 000













REPLACE DEBP WELL PUMP 601

--T

Qeplace Deep dell Pump 601 and all associated equipment. Well was installed in
1942, with a capacity of 250 GPM. Through the period of 38 years of operation,
the well efficiency has decreased to a point that it is no longer capable of
atisfying the daily dBnand. The pump has been pulled, cleaned, inspected and
repaired; There was no noticeable improvement. It is detemined that tile well
has collapsed. The replacement well production should not be less than 250 GPM
with a combination electric and auxiliary.gear drive at 1800 RPM. Inside casing
shou|d be G" inside diameter with " inside diameter airline, and an opening
insert for electric level indicator, flow meter, air release valve and 4" blow
off line.

Total Estimated Cost: $50,000





REPLACE DEEP WELL BB43

Replace Deep Well Pump BB43 and a11 associated equipment. Well was installed
in ]942, with a capacity of 250 GPM. Through the period of 38 years of opera-
tion, the wel] efficiency has decreased to a point that it is no longer capable
of satisfying the daily demand. The pump has been pul|ed, cleaned, repaired
and inspected; after this was done, therefficienc e sti|1 was no
._.==L Y_ The replacement well nrod-*^* notlceable Increase inw=n a cominatlon electric and a-,’-huld " be ]ess than 250 Gshou|d be 8" (a, a=^ =,,=F.ear drive at 1800 RPM In."

PMIns ,.,,==r win insiae diame*^- s}de casingnsert for electric level indicator, flow meter air release valve, and 4" blow
ff line. ,

=r arllne, aria an opening

Total Estimated Cost: $50,000





INSTALL SECURITY FENCE BLDG AS-4151

Project is located at MCAS(H), Bldg AS-4151 Heating Plant, and three No. 6 oil
tanks. Project is to to provide and instal] a security fence around Bldg AS-el51,.
including area around oil separator and three lO0,O00-gal tanks.in accordance
with the attached schematic.

Justification: As a result of vandalism, causing a oil spill at Marine Corps
Air Station Heating Plant, it is recommended that a security fence be installed
around Bldg AS-415] and three No. 6 oil tanks.

Estimated Cost: $8,236.50




